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Abstract Associating faces appearing in Web videos with names presented in the surrounding context is
an important task in many applications. However, the problem is not well investigated particularly under
large-scale realistic scenario, mainly due to the scarcity of dataset constructed in such circumstance. In
this paper, we introduce a Web video dataset of celebrities, named WebV-Cele, for name-face association.
The dataset consists of 75,073 Internet videos of over 4,000 hours, covering 2,427 celebrities and 649,001
faces. This is to our knowledge the most comprehensive dataset for this problem. We describe the details
of dataset construction, discuss several interesting findings by analyzing this dataset like celebrity community discovery, and provide experimental results of name-face association using five existing techniques. We also outline important and challenging research problems that could be investigated in the future.
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Introduction
With the prosperity of video sharing activities

websites, as reported in [1, 2], many of them are

on the Web, videos are being captured, searched

about celebrities. While techniques for video

and browsed at an accelerating rate. Among the

search and annotation are becoming increasingly

huge deposit of videos and query logs on these

important as a result of the video growth [3-6],
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there is relatively little works being conducted in

datasets have been developed for this task in the

the celebrity domain.

domains of news videos [8-13], TV series [14-17],

The search and browsing of celebrities by key-

movies [18], news images [19-25] and Web videos

words from a large volume of Internet videos, as

[26, 27]. However, the only dataset built on top of

current mainstream video search engines do, is far

Web video is the YouTube Faces dataset [26]. The

beyond satisfaction for the following reasons. First,

other works were experimented against datasets

the majority of user-supplied tags are given at the

like the TRECVID benchmark, popular TV series

video level rather than segment or keyframe level.

and movies, which are generally related to only a

Locating a portion of a video where faces of ce-

few celebrities or characters, although some of

lebrities appear remains a function unsupported by

them [15] also have a large quantity of faces.

any commercial search engines. Second, us-

While in [26], the duration of the videos is very

er-supplied tags are often incomplete or even

short, and each person only associates with no

noisy [7]. A video with celebrities is not neces-

more than 6 videos. Thus the relationships be-

sarily tagged with their names. Similarly, a video

tween people are largely underestimated. Some of

tagged with celebrities also does not imply the ex-

the existing datasets pose the challenge of recog-

istence of the celebrities in the videos. As a result,

nizing faces under "wild" conditions such as due

the search of celebrities could very likely lead to a

to variations in pose, illumination and face expres-

mixture of desirable and noisy results. Third, a

sion. However, these datasets are relatively narrow

good result ranking in celebrity video search is

in coverage and (or) small in size, which limits

difficult to get, because there could be a huge

their applicability in characterizing the diversity of

number of videos tagged with the same celebrity,

faces in large-scale realistic Web video reposito-

and purely name matching cannot well distinguish

ries.

which video is more relevant. A naive way for

In this paper, we aim at constructing a Web

ranking the videos could be simply made by

video celebrity dataset that depicts the existence of

counting the number of times as well as the size of

celebrities and their relations as realistic as possi-

a celebrity's face appearing in a video, which ob-

ble, supporting the research on large-scale

viously does not sound to be an ideal solution.

name-face association. To this end, we describe

To enable better content-based search and

the construction of a new dataset, named as

browsing of celebrity videos, a key technique is to

WebV-Cele1, which consists of 75,073 videos and

tag the celebrities' faces with their names. Instead

contains 2,427 celebrities and 649,001 faces. The

of tagging at video level, tags labeled at the face

dataset covers a large and diverse visual appear-

level are much more accurate and helpful in relat-

ance of faces, and a wide range of celebrities with

ed applications. This task is generally referred to

different

as name-face association in the literature [19, 24].

WebV-Cele is the most diverse large-scale dataset

Over the years many techniques and benchmark
-2-
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for use. Based on the refinement, we can broadly

We also perform a series of tasks on this dataset,

categorize related works into classification-based

including face detection, name verification, com-

[9-11, 12, 17, 22], clustering-based [8, 13-16,

munity analysis, and manual name-face associa-

18-20] and knowledge-based [1, 27, 30].

tion, and observe that celebrities are naturally

The classification-based methods learn dis-

grouped into meaningful communities closely

criminative models to predict the correction of the

correlated to hot topics. These are summarized in

weakly associated name-face instances. For exam-

Section 3. In addition, we implement several tech-

ple, in [11], instead of learning models for each

niques, including weak association, SVM, multi-

person, a unified SVM classifier was trained to

ple instance learning, graphic-based clustering and

determine the correction of each name-face in-

image matching, for name-face association in Sec-

stance based on multiple modalities extracted from

tion 4. The results can serve as baselines for fur-

the transcripts, OCR and speech track of news

ther works developed on this dataset. We further

videos. Due to the need of labeling large number

outline several research issues that could be stud-

of name-face pairs for learning, the work was later

ied using this dataset in Section 5. Finally, Section

extended to partial learning under multiple in-

6 concludes this paper.

stance setting, i.e. MIL [12], where only partial

2

label information is required for model training.

Related Works and Datasets
Face recognition has received intensive research

attention over the past few decades. Recognizing
faces under unconstrained capturing conditions
nevertheless remains a highly difficult problem
[28, 29]. Name-face association, which utilizes
surrounding metadata to assist recognition, is generally regarded as a feasible methodology for face
recognition “in the wild”. A common approach is
to first weakly associate every name found in
metadata with every face detected from images or
videos, and then the refinement based on visual
similarity and contextual clues is conducted to
remove

false

matches.

Existing

works

in

name-face association mostly differ in the way of
how refinement is formulated, which largely depends on the domains and information available
1

The dataset is available at http://vireo.cs.cityu.edu.hk/webvcele/.

Similar in spirit, the work by [22] also proposed
MIL for learning metric of association in news
photo

domain,

and

[9,

10]

adopted

semi-supervised learning to propagate name-face
alignments from labeled to unlabeled examples in
news video domain. Recently, a multi-class classification framework was proposed to identify persons in TV series [17], which jointly considers labeled and unlabeled data, and the temporal relations between face tracks. Despite these efforts,
supervised and semi-supervised learning methods
are difficult to be scaled up to large dataset for requiring sufficient training samples to guarantee a
high recognition rate.
Observing that celebrities or major characters
usually appear recurrently in news videos, TV series or movies, the clustering-based methods investigated name-face association by focusing on
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mining visual similarities between face (tracks)

amples from the Web without human labeling. In

and contextual information derived from video

[30], using user-supplied identity tags on photos

structure and (or) prior knowledge. These methods

(tag directly labeled on the faces) from Facebook,

were found to be more practical and could also

social context is exploited for face recognition

produce satisfactory performance as demonstrated

through supervised structure prediction. The recent

by early works in the domain of news videos [8,

work by [27] proposed a three-step pipeline that

13] and TV series [14]. For instance in [14], by

leverages name and face communities as connect-

exploiting the time-coded information from subti-

ors to map names to faces. The name and face

tles and speaker identities from scripts, names

communities are constructed based on the

were automatically aligned with speaking faces

metadata of Web videos and the visual similarity

and then propagated to other faces. Similarly in

of detected faces respectively.

[18], global name-face matching in movie domain

Along with these techniques, there have been

was proposed to match affinity graphs of faces and

several

benchmark

datasets

developed

for

names through aligning movies scripts and subti-

name-face association, e.g., Yahoo! News [19],

tles. Another influential work is the graph-based

Fan-Large [23], LFW [25], and YouTube Faces

clustering methods developed by [20] in Web im-

[26]. Each of the former three datasets contains

age domain, where the faces detected from an im-

thousands of names and hundreds (tens) of thou-

age collection were jointly modeled as a graph and

sands of images, which were all designed for sup-

the relationship between faces was determined

porting research on image-based name-face asso-

based upon the similarity of facial features. With

ciation. The YouTube Faces dataset contains 3,425

the assumption that the faces of a person should

videos of 1,595 persons, which was primarily con-

exhibit higher visual similarity and reside in a

structed for studying the problem of face pair

dense subgraph, the problem was converted to

matching, i.e., deciding whether two faces repre-

identifying densely connected subgraphs corre-

sent the same individual. The duration of these

sponding to the names. Nevertheless, clustering

videos is thus very short, with an average length of

without strong contextual cues as in news and

only about 8 seconds. Moreover, each person only

movie domains is difficult in general and is likely

associates with no more than 6 videos. Because of

to generate noisy results.

this dataset bias, the actual relations of people can

In contrast, the knowledge-based methods tack-

hardly be reflected. For most of the name-face as-

led the problem of weak contextual clue by lever-

sociation techniques developed for videos, they

aging online information sources for learning face

were experimented against datasets like TV series

models [1] and identifying social networks [30]. In

[10, 14-17], movies [18], and news videos [9, 11,

[1], based on the fact that there are plenty of ce-

12, 21]. The total duration of these videos ranges

lebrity photos freely available online, face models

from dozens to hundreds of hours. Although a

are learnt by automatically crawling training ex-

large number of faces could also be extracted [15],

-4-
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most of these datasets contain only a few celebri-

true distributions of faces and names. Compared

ties or characters.

with [26], our final dataset contains more than

Compared to the existing datasets, our con-

4,000 hours of videos with an average video dura-

structed dataset WebV-Cele is more comprehen-

tion of 219 seconds. In addition, the faces are ex-

sive in terms of the number of videos, celebrity

tracted from keyframes rather than from consecu-

subjects and faces. More importantly, our dataset

tive frames as in [15, 26], containing much less

is drawn from nearly 250,000 YouTube videos.

near-duplicates and thus showing more diversified

This results in a more representative and less sub-

facial appearances. These unique characteristics of

jective dataset that naturally covers a wide range

our dataset make it an ideal benchmark for future

of faces and names, which may also reflect the

research in this area.

Figure 1. The faces of former U.S. president George W. Bush extracted from Web videos: large variations in head pose, expression, illumination, background and motion blur can be observed.

3 The Dataset
The WebV-Cele dataset is created on top of the

these shots.
3.1

Face and Name Extraction

MCG-WEBV – a real-world Web video dataset

We employ commercial software developed by

released a few years earlier [31]. The dataset in-

the ISVision company1 for frontal face detection.

cludes two parts: CoreData and ExpandedData.
The former contains 14,473 “Most Viewed” videos of “this month” crawled from the 15 predefined

In total, there are 1,556,265 detected faces, with
size equal to or larger than 40x40 pixels. The
numbers of videos and keyframes containing at
least one face are 62.0% and 26.9% respectively,

YouTube channels during December 2008 to No-

clearly indicating that face is a major entity in

vember 2009. The ExpandedData is composed of

Web videos. Many of the detected faces appeared

additional 234,414 “Related Videos” of the videos

in videos captured "in the wild" with severe varia-

in CoreData. The videos in MCG-WebV have
been decomposed into shots, and more than five

tions in head pose, expression, illumination and
degree of motion blur, as illustrated in Figure 1,
where the faces of former U.S. president George

millions of keyframes were extracted to represent
1

http://www.isvision.com/cn/index
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W. Bush are given as an example. Figure 2 also

(titles and tags) surrounding videos. We imple-

gives the distribution of faces according to resolu-

ment a Wikipedia-based extraction algorithm for

tion. Only 12.7% of faces are in close-up view, i.e.,

this task. First, candidate names are extracted by

with size 150x150 pixels or even larger, and nearly

stepwise testing whether a word or a succession of

half of faces are smaller than 80x80 pixels. The

words in metadata could represent the name of a

prevalence of the low-resolution faces is one of

person. The candidate names are searched and

the major challenges for name-face association in

verified against the categories provided by Wik-

Web videos.

ipedia. To confirm whether a word or a succession
of words refers to a person, we use a heuristic that
the person's birth year should appear in the category description on Wikipedia. Figure 3 briefly
illustrates the flow of name entities extraction.
Throughout the process, we only keep the longest
name found from the successive words in the
metadata, e.g., keep “Barack Obama” rather than
“Barack” and “Obama” individually if the two

Figure 2. Distribution of the detected faces with respect to

face size.

The name entities are extracted from metadata

words appear successively. Once a candidate is
identified, we also extract the occupation along
with the full name.

Figure 3. The framework of name extraction. Candidate names are extracted from metadata and verified against the
Wikipedia categories.
-6-
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  0.83 . In other words, the percentage of
names appearing at least x times is proportional to
x 0.83 . We also show the distributions of the num-

ber of detected faces and names per video in the
middle and bottom figures of Figure 4. The two
distributions are also modeled by power-law distribution with   0.40 and   0.27 , implying the percentage of video containing at least x
faces or names is proportional to x 0.40 or x 0.27 ,
respectively. For videos containing at least one
face (name), there are 13.9 faces (2.5 names) per
video on average.
With these faces and names, interestingly,
names and faces do not always co-occur in videos.
Among the detected faces, only 42.2% of them are
from videos containing names. On the other hand,
there are 17.3% of videos containing names in the
Figure 4. Distributions of the name frequency (top); The
number of faces (middle) and names (bottom) per video
in the dataset. The Name (Video) Rank refers to the list
generated by ranking the names (videos) in descending
order, according to name frequency (top), the number of
faces (middle) or names (bottom).

Based on this method, a total of 209,001 name
occurrences are extracted. These occurrences can
be further grouped into 21,847 different names,

metadata but no faces are detected. The statistics
also highlight the challenge of name-face association in realistic scenario. Not only the within video
association of names and faces should be investigated, but also labeling faces from videos with no
name presence and omitting videos with no face
detected, for the sake of better exploiting the celebrity videos.

and by Wikipedia, they correspond to 17,552

3.2

unique persons. An interesting observation is that

We further extract a subset of videos with 2,427

20% of persons contribute to 85% of name occur-

celebrities for a more detailed analysis. The names

rences, whereas 65% of persons with names ap-

of these celebrities appear at least ten times in the

peared less than three times. The top figure of

whole dataset. Figure 5 lists the top-20 popular

Figure 4 shows the distribution of name frequency

persons and their name frequencies in the dataset.

in the dataset. The distribution can be well mod-

As videos in the dataset are uploaded to YouTube

eled

during the years 2008 and 2009, these person

by

power-law

distribution

[32]

with

Celebrity Mining

8
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names are highly correlated to hot news events in

clips tagged with Robert Pattinson and Kristen

this period. For instance, most videos tagged with

Stewart are excerpt from the movie “Twilight”;

Barack Obama are about “U.S. Presidential Elec-

and videos tagged with Susan Boyle refers to her

tion 2008”; videos tagged with Michael Jackson

unexceptional performance in “Britain's Got Tal-

are likely linked to “the death of Michael Jackson”;

ent”.

Figure 5. The 20 most popular persons and their name occurrences in the dataset. The number on top of each bar is the
occurrence of the corresponding celebrity.

Figure 6. The 144 most popular celebrities in the CoreData, ranked in descending order of name frequency from left to
right and top to bottom. The bounding box indicates professions: blue: Internet star, green: Artist, red: Politician, gray:
Sportsmen, dark red: Journalist. This figure is best viewed in color.

Among the 2,427 celebrities, 144 ones are
brought to our extra attention as they also have at
least ten occurrences in the CoreData. Based on
the professions extracted from Wikipedia descrip-8-

tions, we can roughly group the 144 celebrities
into five categories:
 Internet star (25): vlogger and Internet celebrity;

Zhineng Chen et al,: Name-Face Association in Web Videos
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 Artist (63): singer, actor, actress and model;

 Sportsman (21): athlete and coach;

 Politician (21): politician, business man and

 Journalist (22): journalist, broadcaster, TV

host, judge, writer and director.

religious leader;

Figure 7. The 12 communities discovered by graph partitioning (indicated at the bottom-right) and the zoom-in view of
three communities with visual examples. Vertices represent celebrities and edges between them denote their relationships. The colors on vertices represent communities. This figure is best viewed in color.

Obviously, artists and Internet stars are the major groups of celebrities in Web video repositories.
This statistics aligns well with a 2009’s report
from YouTube1, where 61% of people voted for
“to be entertained” as the main reason for browsing YouTube. Note that the mapping between professions

and

celebrities

is

not

necessarily

one-to-one. For example, Arnold Schwarzenegger
is known as both Artist and Politician. Figure 6

3.3

Relationship Mining

Celebrities could be grouped by their social
networks. We attempt to discover communities
based on the 144 most popular celebrities in the
CoreData. The mining starts by quantifying the
pairwise relationships between the celebrities. We
employ the asymmetric co-occurrence measure
proposed in [33] for this purpose. Denote

shows the celebrities highlighted with their pro-

link( ni , n j ) as the relationship between celebrities

fessions.

ni and n j , the measure is defined as
link(ni , n j ) 

1

http://youtubereport2009.com/

| ni  n j | | ni  n j |

| ni |
| nj |

(1)
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where ni is the cardinality of ni , namely the
number of videos with name ni

sions i and j can be computed by
COi , j   Cele

found in

| Celex i , y |

xi , y

metadata. In this way, a sparse graph is constructed by connecting each name to five other closest
names, i.e., with the largest link( ni , n j ). We further employed the Walktrap algorithm [34] to discover the communities by partitioning the graph.
There are 12 found communities, of size as small
as 4 persons to as large as 26 persons, depicted in
Figure 7.

(2)

| cy |

Using Equation (2), we can get the closeness
level of celebrities of one community to celebrities
of other communities. Table 1 presents the result,
where the relations among five professions are
shown as a co-occurrence matrix. The statistics
give insights about how communities are formed.
For example, celebrities with the same professions
(Internet star, Artist, Sportsman) are likely to be

Table 1. Community level celebrities’ co-occurrence
across different professions. The professions are abbreviated using their respective first letter (bold), i.e., using I
for Internet star.

grouped into the same communities. On the other
hand, celebrities belonging to closely related professional groups such as Politician and Journalist,
Artist and Journalist, frequently appear together in

Profession

I

A

P

S

J

I
A
P
S
J

53.1

27.7

11.9

1.9

5.4

the same communities.

11.0

68.5

3.1

5.1

12.3

3.4

13.3

10.1

37.2

5.4

34.1

2.2

15.3

5.4

73.6

3.5

To obtain accurate labels for a part of the da-

6.3

33.9

31.6

3.1

25.1

taset, we recruited two assessors for manual anno-

Ground-truth and Visual Features

tation. The procedure was as following. We first
From our analysis, these communities can be

collected 3,194 videos from the CoreData. These

linked to both hot topics and celebrities’ profes-

videos were all tagged with at least one of the 144

sions. For example, as shown in Figure 8, the

celebrity names. We then brute-force associated

community highlighted by a black dotted circle is

every name with all faces found in a video, gener-

a set of famous football stars, while the celebrities

ating a total of 75,817 name-face pairs to be

in communities highlighted by red and blue dotted

judged. The assessors were asked to label each

circles are respectively about the judges and con-

pair

testants in “Britain's Got Talent”, and the actors

“hard-to-determine”, independently. The two as-

and the original author of the movie “Twilight”.

sessors then compared their labeling and resolve

Denote Celex , y as the celebrities with profession

inconsistency

identity x and community identity y, C y as the
community with identity y, the community level
celebrities co-occurrence COi , j between profes- 10 -

as

“correct”,

through

“incorrect”

discussion.

or

The

ground-truth was eventually formed by having
19,216 correct pairs, 55,977 incorrect pairs, and
there

were

624

pairs

labeled

as

“hard-to-determine”. Most “hard-to-determine”
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pairs were from heavily blurred faces, which are

videos, is manually labeled to name a total of

too hard to be recognized.

42,118 faces against 144 celebrity names.

To facilitate research studies on this dataset, we
also split the ground-truth into two subsets, respectively named as Even and Odd. The partition
is based on the month when a video was uploaded.
The Even (Odd) subset contains the videos uploaded during the even (odd) months. Partitioning
dataset in this way basically leads to a better separation of videos for the Even and Odd subsets, as
closely related videos (e.g., videos about the same
breaking news) are often uploaded within a short
period, i.e., a few days. Thus they are less likely to
be partitioned into different subsets. The Even
(Odd) subset contains 17,828 (24,290) faces and
28,740 (47,077) name-face pairs, respectively.
We also release two sets of visual features for
each face. The first set contains: (1) 1937 dimensional (1937-D) pixel-wised signature, and (2)
1664-D SIFT signature, both extracted from 13
facial regions such as eyes and mouths [14]. The
second set is composed of six visual properties to
represent the head and upper body of a person.
These features are: (1) 166-D color histogram, (2)
166-D color correlogram, (3) 225-D color moments, (4) 96-D co-occurrence texture, (5) 108-D
wavelet texture gird, and (6) 320-D edge histogram. Readers are referred to [31] for techniques
employed for feature extraction.
In summary, the final WebV-Cele dataset contains 2,427 popular celebrities found from 75,073
videos, and 649,011 faces from 56,905 (out of the
75,073 totally, where some of them do not contain
detected faces) videos along with their visual features. A subset of the dataset, which contains 3,194

4

Name-Face Association Baselines
We conduct experiments to evaluate several ex-

isting techniques [1, 11, 12, 20], ranging from supervised

(unsupervised)

learning

to

knowledge-based inference, for name-face association in the WebV-Cele dataset. Note that
name-face association has the following three
properties: (1) a face can only associate with a
name appearing in the metadata, or null if no corresponding name found (null assignment), (2) a
face can be associated with at most one name
(uniqueness constraint), and (3) a name can be associated with multiple faces sequentially appearing in a video, but only one face at most in one
scene (temporal compatibility). Notably, there are
a few heavily edited videos conflicting with the
temporal compatibility, i.e., multiple faces of the
same individual found in the same frame because
of post-editing. However, we omit these cases here
as the number is very few according to our observation.
We adopt five metrics to evaluate the performance of name-face association. The first three are
Face Accuracy (FA), Face Precision (FP) and
Face Recall (FR) evaluating the performance at
face level. FA is the fraction of correctly associated faces (including null assignments) over all the
detected faces. FP is the same as FA, except that
null assigned faces are not included for evaluation.
The two metrics have both been used in previous
works [23, 24]. FR calculates the fraction of correctly associated faces over all the labeled celebrity faces. On the other side, Celebrity Precision

12
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(CP) and Celebrity Recall (CR) evaluate the per-

constructed with faces as nodes and face similari-

formance at celebrity name level, where CP of

ties as edge weights. Name-face association is car-

name A is the fraction of detected name-face asso-

ried out in an unsupervised manner, by mining the

ciations referring to A that are correct, and CR of

dense subgraphs from the graph, where each of the

name A is the fraction of faces correctly associated

subgraph corresponds to faces of a particular name.

with A over all the labeled faces of A. In all the

In the implementation, the iterative approach pro-

experiments, we omit faces that are labeled as

posed in [20] is employed to determine the solu-

“hard-to-determine”. The baseline methods are

tion, i.e., the subgraphs and their respective names.

briefly described as following:

Different from [20] that associates all faces in a

Weak association (WA): This is a baseline run

subgraph to the corresponding name, which is

that brute-force associates every face detected in a

likely to mistakenly name the faces of unknown

video to all the names in the metadata, including

people, we introduce an additional step to classify

null assignment. Note that WA does not meet the

those dissimilar faces to null assignments. Specif-

uniqueness constraint.

ically, the average similarity score between faces

SVM classification (SVM) [11]: A one-against-all

within the subgraph is calculated face-by-face.

SVM classifier is trained for each name in the da-

Null assignment is declared if the similarity score

taset. A face is classified to the name whose clas-

of a face is below an empirically set threshold.

sifier outputs the largest score. “Null” is assigned

Image Matching (IM): Since face photos of pop-

to a face if the largest score does not exceed an

ular celebrities can be easily searched from the

empirically set threshold, i.e., a threshold deciding

Web, similar as the idea introduced by [1], this

whether the classification is confident enough or

method matches a face to the Web images of ce-

not.

lebrities. In the implementation, for each name, we

Multiple Instance Learning (MIL) [12]: Instead

crawled the top-10 images from Google Image

of using manually labeled name-face pairs as

Search for matching. The KNN classifier is used

training examples, MIL uses the positive and neg-

(where K=1) for name-face association. Null as-

ative bags for learning classifiers of person names.

signment is activated if the similarity of a face to

A positive bag refers to a video with at least one

its nearest neighbor is below an empirical set

correct name-face instance. Compared to SVM,

threshold.

MIL requires much less effort in manual labeling

In the experiment, we ensure that there are at

since the annotation happens at the video level ra-

least five positive faces per celebrity for learning

ther than face level. The mi-SVM with RBF kernel

and testing, i.e., both the Even and Odd subsets

(a MIL method) [12] is used in this experiment. A

have at least five positive samples. As a result,

face is classified to a name or set as null, similar to

only 81 out of 144 celebrities are considered. For

the aforementioned SVM-based settings.

SVM and MIL, we use Even and Odd as training

Graph-based Clustering (GC): A face graph, is

and testing sets alternatively. The reported results
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3

are the average of this two-round testing. To keep

leading to higher FP when compared with IM. On

consistency, the reported results are also the aver-

the other hand, GC marks many celebrity faces as

age on both the Even and Odd for WC, GC and IM.

null assignment, which reduces its FA value with

The 1937-D pixel-wised signature described in

respect to IM. For comparison between supervised

Section 3.4 is used in SVM, MIL, GC and IM.

and unsupervised methods, MIL slightly better
than GC and IM in general. From our analysis, on
one hand, faces in videos suffer from the effect of
low resolution, motion blur, etc. Therefore the
visual based face clustering is not robust. It is difficult to name all faces with respect to the corresponding celebrity names except a few highly
similar ones. On the other hand, matching faces
from Web images, which are usually sharply focused and in high resolution, to poorer quality
faces in videos, is also quite difficult.

Figure 8. FA-FR and FP-FR curves of the five baseline
methods on name-face association. The eight solid lines
correspond to the performance of the four visual-based
methods, respectively. While the two horizontal dotted
lines give FA and FP of WA at FR 1.0.

Table 2. FA and FP of the baseline methods at an FR of
approximately 0.5.

FA
FP

WA

SVM

MIL

GC

IM

0.4767

0.7370

0.6362

0.5669

0.6051

0.3435

0.8994

0.6243

0.5908

0.5783

We manually adjust the null thresholds such that
Figure 8 shows the FA-FR and FP-FR curves of

the four visual based methods all having an FR of

the five baseline methods. The curves are obtained

around 0.5. Table 2 gives the corresponding FAs

by calculating FA, FP and FR based on differently

and FPs. The four visual based methods perform

set null thresholds. Comparing the two supervised

significantly better than the text-based WA. For

methods, SVM consistently gives better results.

example, by using SVM, MIL, GC and IM, the

This implies the strength of SVM over MIL,

improvements are 54.6%, 33.5%, 18.9% and

where the learning is conducted at face level

26.9% in terms of FA, and 161.8%, 81.7%, 72.0%

which is more precise than at bag level. For the

and 68.4% in terms of FP, respectively. The im-

unsupervised GC and knowledge-based IM, GC

provements clearly validate the effectiveness of

generally has better FP but worse FA. The reasons

analyzing visual features of faces.

are: on one hand, cases of associating faces to

We then look into the CP and CR on individuals

wrong celebrity names, and associating unknown

to further evaluate the performance of name-face

faces (i.e., faces not labeled by any celebrity name)

association at celebrity name level. Table 3 lists

to celebrity names are relatively few for GC,

the detailed CPs and CRs of the five methods
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Table 3. CP and CR of the five baseline methods tested against 81 celebrities.

Name
Adam Lambert
Adolf Hitler
Akon
Alex Jones
Alicia Keys
Amanda Holden
Ana Kasparian
Ashley Greene
Barack Obama
Beppe Grillo
Beyonce Knowles
Bill Reilly
Bubbi Morthens
Cenk Uygur
Charlie Mcdonnell
Cheryl Cole
Christian Bale
Christine Gambito
Cory Williams
Cristiano Ronaldo
Dana White
Dan Brown
Dan Johnson
David Guetta
David Letterman
Demi Lovato
Ellen Degeneres
Eminem
Flo Rida
George W. Bush
Glenn Beck
Gucci Mane
Hillary Rodham Clinton
Hollie Steel
Iman Crosson
James Cameron
James Rolfe
Jeremy Clarkson
John Green
Justine Ezarik
Justin Bieber
Katy Perry
Kevjumba
Kobe Bryant
Kristen Stewart
Lady Gaga
Lauren Luke
Lil Wayne
Lindsay Lohan
Lisa Donovan
Mahmoud Ahmadinejad
Manny Pacquiao
Marco Travaglio
Mariah Carey
Marina Orlova
Megan Fox
Michael Buckley
Michael Jackson
Miley Cyrus
Natalie Tran
Nigahiga
Oprah Winfrey
Perez Hilton
Peter Schiff
Philip Defranco
Piers Morgan
Richard Hammond
Ricky Hatton
Rihanna
Robert Pattinson
Ron Paul
Rush Limbaugh
Sarah Palin
Sean Hannity
Selena Gomez
Shaheen Jafargholi
Simon Cowell
Soulja Boy
Susan Boyle
Taylor Lautner
Taylor Swift
average

Celebrity Precision (CP)
WA
0.0521
0.1412
0.1112
0.3585
0.2379
0.0763
0.1525
0.0609
0.2211
0.3151
0.1983
0.2088
0.9586
0.5308
0.6992
0.0553
0.5649
0.6078
0.6476
0.3643
0.4098
0.7139
0.6596
0.5573
0.4489
0.3312
0.1439
0.3362
0.4876
0.1692
0.2707
0.1620
0.0335
0.0549
0.2078
0.1467
0.3268
0.2369
0.8394
0.5492
0.4835
0.1278
0.4839
0.2126
0.1371
0.1726
0.9757
0.2428
0.2581
0.2755
0.2222
0.2291
0.9259
0.2322
0.6944
0.0684
0.6166
0.1747
0.1560
0.8821
0.5296
0.0473
0.1810
0.1027
0.8013
0.0675
0.2340
0.0974
0.1588
0.1104
0.1614
0.1197
0.0812
0.0924
0.1767
0.1398
0.1298
0.1804
0.2576
0.0893
0.2012
0.1718

SVM
0.0434
0.7833
0
0.1666
0.25
0.7138
0.7777
0
0.9321
0.8293
0.9824
0.75
0.9615
0.9870
0.9604
0.1714
0.9642
0.9868
1
0
0.5
0.996
0.7222
0.5
0.9368
0.8142
0.3735
0
0
0.8113
0.8293
0
0.1590
0.6699
0.1875
0
0.8823
0.2
0.9622
0.9418
0.7453
0.1923
0.9822
0.5
0.4904
0.7867
0.9987
0.7708
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.8205
0.9981
0.8797
0.9934
0.4583
0.9200
0.6210
0.2222
0.9941
0.9450
0.4
0.4166
0.1666
0.9974
0.8840
0.8782
0
0.875
0.6156
0.8784
0.5416
0.5882
0.2447
0.4965
0.6726
0.8934
0.1428
0.9612
0.8846
0.5233
0.8994

MIL
0.25
0.1448
0.1435
0.2137
0.2361
0.6741
0.1744
0.0694
0.8095
0.8347
0.7155
0.1058
0
0.5
0.5
0.5416
0.8376
1
0
0
0
0.5
0
0
0.875
0.9444
0.5616
0
0
0.8352
0.8671
0.0522
0.0312
0.5782
0.2525
0
0.6294
0.3385
0.5
0.9919
0.86
0.1624
1
0.075
0.3910
0.6676
1
0.3510
0
0.3068
0.125
0.7039
0.9981
0.176
1
0.4369
0.8809
0.5060
0.5825
0.9989
0.9871
0.25
0.0441
0.0648
0.9990
0.7937
0.3403
0.0189
0.9461
0.3448
0.7466
0.625
0.03
0.1940
0.5349
0.7464
0.8644
0.1843
0.9862
0.2269
0.5568
0.6243

GC
0
0.2010
0.1083
0
0
0
0
0
0.3260
0.7411
0.4512
0.3126
0.9912
0.8138
0.7188
0
0.6714
1
0.8263
0.5403
0.3694
0.8798
0.6119
0
0.4922
1
0
0
0.5
0.6201
0.7418
0
0
0
0
0.0616
0.6168
0.1703
0.8949
0.6518
0.6616
0
0.8608
0.3279
0
0.2785
0.9865
0.2085
0
0.3304
0.2705
0.2328
0
0
0.8909
0
0
0.2157
0.2469
0.9762
0.8758
0
0
0
0.9102
0
0
0
1
0.1181
0.7045
0
0.0075
0
0.3908
0
0
0.1
0.5876
0
0.2699
0.5908

Celebrity Recall (CR)
IM
0.1511
0.4106
0
0.4311
0.4510
0.2706
0.3379
0.2053
0.4207
0.5523
0.4599
0.2896
1
0.7188
0.7412
0.1339
0.8193
0.9291
0.875
0.65
0.4075
0.8155
0.4375
0.5
0.3954
0.6846
0.2940
0.4617
0.5
0.5541
0.6973
0
0.1441
0.4583
0.4166
0.0833
0.65
0.2896
0.9705
0.7630
0.6653
0.3441
0.8082
0.4333
0.2435
0.4212
0.9955
0.6633
0.4621
0.3645
0.3851
0.3058
0.9858
0.6410
0.9354
0.2283
0.5017
0.4814
0.3012
0.9729
0.5422
0.2305
0.3138
0.1517
0.9582
0.1501
0.3808
0.4
0.4342
0.2035
0.4911
0.7738
0.1316
0.2204
0.3797
0.4480
0.5172
0.375
0.7071
0.2155
0.2995
0.5783

WA
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

SVM

MIL

0.0625
0.7777
0
0.0046
0.0612
0.6111
0.5185
0
0.4200
0.4161
0.3958
0.2394
0.1654
0.7753
0.2634
0.0952
0.2183
0.6693
0.4411
0
0.0266
0.6245
0.4193
0.0547
0.7046
0.3744
0.3589
0
0
0.6229
0.1475
0
0.2352
0.5662
0.0937
0
0.3134
0.0259
0.7331
0.5929
0.3257
0.0980
0.7654
0.0370
0.1275
0.3794
0.7065
0.1386
0.0178
0.0440
0.1
0.2429
0.7292
0.5123
0.5112
0.0909
0.7678
0.2080
0.0564
0.7899
0.3830
0.1666
0.1754
0.0434
0.7424
0.5503
0.2207
0
0.0355
0.3407
0.6489
0.1470
0.4642
0.4137
0.0727
0.4497
0.6203
0.0571
0.5799
0.1857
0.2373
0.5037

0.0312
0.9861
0.5937
0.8551
0.3469
0.7345
1
0.3571
0.6416
0.7052
0.4861
0.7183
0
0.3405
0.1666
0.7619
0.7816
0.2822
0
0
0
0.1805
0
0
0.8945
0.2701
0.6410
0
0
0.5573
0.2677
0.3043
0.2941
0.6024
1
0
1
0.7922
0.3315
0.4336
0.1742
0.8039
0.4159
0.4444
0.5369
0.6945
0.1772
0.7128
0
0.2907
0.25
0.4112
0.5793
0.7272
0.4588
0.7272
0.8731
0.4636
0.2541
0.5806
0.3457
0.125
0.1052
0.3043
0.5470
0.6644
0.8571
0.2631
0.5147
0.4592
0.7061
0.0588
0.2142
0.6206
0.4909
0.3732
0.7860
0.9428
0.6065
0.3428
0.5404
0.5043

GC

IM

0
0.3888
0.0625
0
0
0
0
0
0.6672
0.7716
0.4722
0.4647
0.9424
0.2536
0.9623
0
0.5977
0.3870
0.9705
0.8723
0.9333
0.8483
1
0
0.7763
0.0616
0
0
0.7966
0.6967
0.4699
0
0
0
0
0.2727
0.6417
0.4025
0.8975
0.9026
0.2954
0
0.7123
0.8518
0
0.3866
0.6987
0.1980
0
0.6035
0.9
0.5046
0
0
0.8857
0
0
0.5388
0.4894
0.9403
0.3254
0
0
0
0.7776
0
0
0
0.0946
0.0888
0.0448
0
0.0357
0
0.4363
0
0
0.0285
0.4709
0
0.4747
0.5015

0.4062
0.4166
0
0.6635
0.2653
0.5185
0.3333
0.6428
0.4472
0.4508
0.5763
0.7042
0.0143
0.7536
0.6881
0.7142
0.5287
0.4758
0.3382
0.6595
0.5066
0.3935
0.4516
0.7534
0.0379
0.5118
0.6666
0.3713
0.1355
0.8278
0.4316
0
0.5294
0.6385
0.1562
0.0909
0.1641
0.2857
0.2479
0.4225
0.3181
0.1764
0.7876
0.4814
0.5838
0.5680
0.5275
0.2772
0.7857
0.5682
0.55
0.5420
0.7176
0.1983
0.5149
0.5454
0.1132
0.3408
0.5529
0.5042
0.3661
0.8333
0.3333
0.3913
0.7013
0.3087
0.1818
0.6315
0.3254
0.4666
0.7428
0.4411
0.75
0.5172
0.6727
0.8612
0.2433
0.0571
0.7481
0.4
0.3636
0.4999
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tested against the 81 celebrities. The performance

sion. The performance also varies across different

varies greatly among different methods as well as

profession groups. For example, the CP of Internet

celebrities. For example, by using SVM and MIL,

Star is much higher than other four profession

the CPs for Taylor Lautner are 0.8846 and 0.2269,

groups in general. The results could roughly ex-

while the corresponding CRs are 0.1857 and

plain the performance differences among celebri-

0.3428, respectively. The results from different

ties. Videos with Internet stars (e.g. Natalie Tran)

methods appear to be complementary of each other,

are typically vloggings, with a celebrity in front of

where in this case fusion of the results is likely to

a camera for delivering show. Using WA only can

boost the performance. Variations in face appear-

already achieve a CP of more than 60% on average.

ance also result in distinctions in performance

In the contrast, celebrities of professional groups

across different celebrities. Some faces are easy to

such as Political and Sportsman are often captured

name (e.g., Natalie Tran) compared to others (e.g.,

“in the wild”, whose faces are often small and ex-

Hillary Rodham Clinton) where all the methods

hibit large variations in visual appearance. Finally,

show low performance.

the visual feature used in these baseline methods is
probably not sufficient for resolving this challenging problem. More sophisticated method considering more advanced features is expected to
improve the results.
5

Future Research Directions
While we have presented the experimental re-

sults of several baseline techniques on this dataset,
there are still plenty of challenges ahead. We envision three problems that can be studied on the
WebV-Cele dataset.
5.1

Cross-Video Face Tagging

Our experiments considered only within video
association. In real scenarios, there could exist
Figure 9. Celebrity precision, CP (top) and celebrity recall,
CR (bottom) of the five baseline methods tested against
81 celebrities with respect to the celebrities' professions.

faces in a video that have no name in its metadata,
and vice versa. Thus, how to label faces with
missing names and how to omit names with no

To further analyze the problem and understand

face presence become an important problem. A

the pros and cons of each method, Figure 9 details

potential solution is by modeling the proximity of

the results with respect to the celebrities' profes-

faces detected from different videos as a graph, for

Zhineng Chen et al,: Name-Face Association in Web Videos

example, and then propagating the tagging results
from individual videos to similar faces through
inference. The scalability issue, however, could be

3

uable clues for face tagging.
5.3

sociation

a challenging problem when there is a large number of faces to be associated, e.g., in the
WebV-Cele with 0.6 million of faces.
5.2

Context-Aware Labeling

Community Discovery for Name-Face As-

As analyzed in Section 3.3, the groups of celebrities that appear together in videos are tightly
correlated with their underlying communities. This
presents two interesting dimensions of the prob-

Rich context information exists in Web videos,

lem: how to leverage the knowledge of communi-

though some of which could be noisy. Here, we

ties such as celebrities’ professions to assist the

briefly summarize three dimensions of context:

association; and how to apply results of name-face

temporal, social and visual background, which

association for social network analysis and dis-

worth further exploration. In videos, the appear-

covery. Both dimensions of problems can be itera-

ance of faces could change over time: multiple

tively solved, by leveraging a known community

faces may appear together in one scene or sepa-

structure to assist name-face association, and by

rately in different scenes. With the simple fact that

using the results of association to refine the com-

two faces happen in a scene should not be labeled

munity structure and discover new relationship.

as the same name, this already gives constraints
such as how false labels could be removed when
tagging along the temporal dimension [9, 20, 21].
There are also various social clues in video sharing websites that could be leveraged for tagging
[30, 31, 35, 36]. These clues include the view
counts, author, channel, geolocation, and “related
videos” to a video. By analyzing these social signals, the task of name-face association could be
modeled as a probabilistic framework. For example, discovering the interest of an author through
his or her uploading history could probably help
predict the celebrities in the next video he or she
will upload; relating videos of high view counts to
hot news at the uploading time could also reveal
groups of celebrities that will appear in the videos.
Lastly, visual background context like the clothes
of celebrities or scenes and objects that often appear together with some celebrities also give val-

6

Conclusion
This paper has presented and released the

WebV-Cele dataset, a benchmark that is expected
to stimulate research on large-scale name-face association in the Web video domain. The dataset
consists of 2,427 celebrities covering a wide range
of subjects and professions, and has totally
649,001 faces with diverse visual appearances. To
our knowledge, this is the largest video dataset
with the most diverse content for this problem.
We have described the construction of dataset
and discussed some statistics regarding the distributions and social networks of celebrities. Experiments were conducted on a subset of 3,194 videos
containing 42,118 faces and 144 celebrities, using
five baseline approaches on name-face association
including

supervised,

unsupervised

and

knowledge-based methods. The results are en-

4

J. Comput. Sci. & Technol., Mon. Year, Vol., No.

couraging but also reveal several challenges of the
problem. In future, we are interested in developing
a user-friendly tool for the fast and accurate anno-

veys, 2013, 45(4): 44.
[6] Zhang L, Zhang Y D, Gu X, Tang J H, Tian Q.

tation of celebrity videos, and incorporating ad-

Scalable similarity search with topology preserv-

vanced semi-supervised methods in order to ex-

ing hashing. IEEE Trans. on Image Processing,

ploit the large and comprehensive dataset.

2014, 23(7): 3025-3039.

The research on name-face association in Web
videos is still in its infancy stage. There are many
issues deserving investigations, among which we

[7] Chen Z, Cao J, Xia T, et al.. Web video retagging. Multimedia Tools and Application, 2011,

have discussed three interesting and important

55(1): 53-82.

ones that could be explored using this dataset in

[8] Satoh S, Nakamura Y, Kanade T. Name-it:

the future.

Naming and detecting faces in news videos. IEEE
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